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Simberian News: June 13, 2024 
 
Revolutionize Your PCB Analysis with Simbeor 2024.01 
 
Wave goodbye to endless clicking and embrace the future of PCB interconnect compliance 
analysis automation with Simbeor 2024.01. It opens a new era of PCB interconnects analysis 
automation, transforming your workflow with unparalleled ease and efficiency. Learn how to do it from a 
5-min tutorial #2024_05 at https://www.simberian.com/ScreenCasts.php?view=list or with instructions and 
examples provided at https://kb.simberian.com/browse_item.php?id=1131  
 
Simbeor's automation goes beyond mere speed and convenience. It's about making informed 
decisions quickly. With the S-Parameters Similarity (SPS) metrics, assess the impact of design 
iterations and material choices on your PCB's electrical performance—all done automatically. 
This isn't just an innovative feature; it's a Simbeor exclusive! Forget about geometric comparisons 
and DRC based on geometry. Now, the focus is solely on the compliance: ensuring your interconnects 
meet standards in every board iteration. 
 
New tutorials on the pre-layout (#2024_03), post-layout (#2024_03) and enhanced post-layout or multi-
board analysis (#2024_02) are also available at https://www.simberian.com/ScreenCasts.php?view=list. 
Enhance your skills and say ahead of the curve. 
 
Are you ready to transform your analysis process?  Download and try Simbeor 2024.01 today, or reach 
us out for a guided introduction to the interconnect analysis with Simbeor. Simbeor 2024.01 is the 
ultimate universal 3D SI software at the lowest price. Let's make PCB design smarter, together.  
 
Thank you for choosing Simbeor – Be the SI Expert! 
 
Sincerely, 
Team Simberian 
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